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Introduction

An intuitive link between motivation and caller body

size may be rooted in the observation that many

mammalian and avian species produce low-pitched

calls in situations in which they benefit from appear-

ing larger or dominant and high-pitched calls in situ-

ations in which they benefit from appearing smaller

or submissive (Morton 1977; also see Owings &

Morton 1998). The role of pitch (which is the per-

ceptual quality of fundamental frequency, hence-

forth F0) as a reflection of motivational state ⁄ social

context in some vocalisations is well documented

(dog barks: Yin 2002; Yin & McCowan 2004;

Pongrácz et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2009; wapiti:

Feighny et al. 2006). The low frequency ⁄ large body,

high frequency ⁄ small body relationship broadly

appears to be verified across related species of differ-

ent sizes (primates: Hauser 1993), across morphologi-

cally distinct breeds of the same species (domestic

dogs: Taylor et al. 2008; although see Kidjo et al.

2008 for a reversal of this rule across red deer

subspecies) and when comparing immature animals

with larger adults (baboons: Rendall et al. 2005; Red

deer: Reby & McComb 2003). However, F0 is not as

a general rule reliably correlated with caller body

size within adults, presumably because of the relative

independence of laryngeal size from overall body size

(baboons: Rendall et al. 2005; humans: Kunzel 1989;

van Dommelen 1993; Japanese macaque: Masataka

1994; red deer: Reby & McComb 2003; Fitch &

Hauser 2002). On the other hand, the formant

frequencies – and specifically their dispersion in the

acoustic spectrum, henceforth Df – of mammal

vocalisations are a reliable acoustic correlate of caller

body size (Fitch 1997; Reby & McComb 2003). This

is because formants are constrained by the overall

length of the caller’s vocal tract, which is in turn

constrained by their body size (Fitch 1997; Fitch &

Hauser 2002; also see Taylor & Reby 2010).
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Abstract

Previous research has highlighted that while human listeners are capable

of estimating the body size of dogs using the acoustic components of

their growls, they also rate growls from larger dogs as more being

aggressive than growls from smaller dogs. The aim of this study was to

investigate the relative contributions of two cues to body size, funda-

mental frequency (F0) and formant frequency dispersion (Df) to per-

ceived levels of aggression. We found that participants that had just

made an accurate assessment of caller size based on these characteristics

then misattributed aggressiveness levels on the basis of these same size-

related acoustic cues. More specifically, stimuli in which F0 and ⁄ or Df

were typical of larger dogs were rated as being more aggressive than

stimuli typical of smaller dogs. Although both F0 and Df influenced

aggressiveness ratings independently, their interaction also had a signifi-

cant affect. These results are discussed with respects to the human ten-

dency to generalise reliable between-class acoustic cues to within-class

stimuli and the resulting potential for making perceptual misattributions.
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The stereotypical vocalisation of the domestic dog

is the bark (Tembrock 1976). Although long believed

to be a non-functional by-product of domestication

(Cohen & Fox 1976; Coppinger & Feinstein 1991;

Bradshaw & Nott 1995), past work has shown that

the acoustic parameters of barks produced in a range

of contexts correlate to some degree with the affec-

tive and motivational state of the caller (see Yin

2002). Specifically the peak, range and mean F0 of

barks vary according to production context, with

lower-pitched barks being typical of aggressive con-

texts and higher-pitched barks typical of playful or

lonely contexts (Yin 2002; Yin & McCowan 2004;

Pongrácz et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2009). The con-

text-related acoustic variation in barks appears to be

salient both to other dogs (Marós et al. 2008) and to

human listeners who are able to categorise barks

according to recording context (Pongrácz et al.

2005). Moreover, human listeners are able to use

this acoustic information to attribute an emotional

state to isolated dog barks (Pongrácz et al. 2006).

Unlike barks, the acoustic parameters of growls

(specifically F0 and Df) do not appear to systemati-

cally vary according to the context in which they are

produced (although cues to context are encoded in

the temporal structure of growls; see Taylor et al.

2009). They are, however, both significant predictors

of caller body size in domestic dogs, with Df predict-

ing 62.3% of weight variation and F0 predicting 9%

of weight variation (Taylor et al. 2008; also see Riede

& Fitch 1999). The Df, and to a lesser extent the F0,

of growls can thus be used to assess caller body size

by both human (Taylor et al. 2008) and conspecific

receivers (Taylor et al. 2010). In a previous psychoa-

coustic experiment, we found that the lack of con-

text-related variation in the acoustic structure of

growls meant that human listeners were not able to

categorise isolated growls according to their produc-

tion context (Taylor et al. 2009), but our results sug-

gested that in the absence of additional information

(e.g. visual) about the caller, human listeners

appeared to erroneously confound size-related acous-

tic variation with cues to motivation in natural

growls (aggressiveness vs. playfulness; Taylor et al.

2009). As yet no study of the acoustic basis for this

confound has been conducted; however, it seems

likely that human listeners are effectively misat-

tributing information to acoustic size information.

Similar phenomena have been documented in

human speech, where listeners might use size infor-

mation to assess dominance, attractiveness, etc. (e.g.

Bruckert et al. 2006; Chuenwattanapranithi et al.

2008; Collins 2000; Feinberg et al. 2005).

In this article, we investigate the respective contri-

butions of F0 and Df to the perception and attribution

of aggressiveness to dog growls, using resynthesised

stimuli to tease apart these two acoustic parameters.

We report results from two psychoacoustic experi-

ments conducted directly after those reported in

Taylor et al. (2008), in which the same participants

are asked to attribute level of aggressiveness to iso-

lated growls where either the F0 or the formant

frequencies are modified within the natural range of

size-related variation of domestic dogs growls. We

hypothesise that participants will systematically attri-

bute higher levels of aggressiveness to growls with a

lower F0 and lower levels of aggression to stimuli

with a higher F0. Moreover, following our observa-

tions in a previous study using natural growls (Taylor

et al. 2009), we expect participants to rate growls

resynthesised to have a small Df (typical of large

dogs) as being more aggressive than growls resyn-

thesised to have a large Df (typical of small dogs),

despite having previously accurately judged body size

in these same stimuli, as reported in Taylor et al.

(2008). Potential effects of the interaction between

natural and resynthesised acoustic parameters will

also be investigated.

Methods

Recordings and Stimuli

The growls and resulting stimuli used for this study

were the same as those used for the experiments

reported in Taylor et al. (2008). The growls were

recorded from 20 dogs in a standardised setting

between October 2005 and August 2006: the primary

investigator entered the house and approached the

dog while staring it in the eye to elicit a territorial

growling response (this method had been used in pre-

vious dog vocal communication studies; Yin 2002;

Pongrácz et al. 2005). A Sennheiser MKH 416 (Senn-

heiser U.K. Ltd, Buckinghamshire, UK) directional

microphone connected to a Marantz PMD670 (D&M

Holdings, Inc., New Jersey, USA) digital audio recor-

der was used for all recordings, with the microphone

typically held at around one metre from the dog’s

head (and never less than three). Recording levels

were manually adjusted to avoid clipping. From each

recording, the first high-quality growl (clearly audible

with a well-defined beginning and ending and no

background interference) was extracted in mono aiff

format with a 16-bit resolution and a 44.1 kHz sam-

pling rate. Mean F0 across the whole duration of the

signal was extracted using the robust autocorrelation
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method described by Boersma (1993), with a time

step of 100 ms. The frequency range for the analysis

was selected as 50–180 Hz. Linear Predictive Coding

was then used to measure formant frequencies occur-

ring between 300 and 5000 Hz in each growl, as

these are the most likely to be perceived and resolved

by the human ear (Gelfand 1990). Where possible,

five formants were measured; however, the number

of formants varied from four to six. This is in line

with previous observations in formant variations

between different breeds of dogs (Riede & Fitch 1999;

Taylor et al. 2008). Formant dispersion (Df) was then

computed using the linear regression procedure

described in Reby & McComb (2003). The specific

application of this procedure to dog growls is

described in more detail in Taylor et al. (2008).

In the first experiment, the F0 of each growl was

resynthesised to 90, 119, 148, 177 and 200 Hz using

pitch-synchronous overlay and add (PSOLA) in Praat

version 4.5.08 (Praat speech analysis software by

Boersma & Weenink 1996). PSOLA enables the

allometric manipulation of specific acoustic variables

without affecting the other acoustic parameters or

the overall shape of the signal (Goncharoff & Gries

1998). These F0 represented intervals within the

natural range of variation observed in our record-

ings. The Df of each stimulus was left natural.

In the second experiment, Df of each growl was

resynthesised to 844, 995, 1146, 1294 and 1443 Hz,

and the F0 was left natural. Again, the range of

resynthesised Df represented the natural range of var-

iation observed in our sample and corresponds to

vocal tract lengths ranging from 20.7 cm (a very

large dog; e.g. mastiff) to 12.1 (a very small dog; e.g.

Jack Russell terrier).

The duration of every stimulus was standardised

to 2.8 s using PSOLA, but was never lengthened or

shortened by more than 10% of its original duration

to preserve the signal quality. Finally, every stimulus

was normalised to 75 dB (�3 dB) to standardise the

playback amplitude. In total, there were thus 100

stimuli (20 at each level of resynthesis for both F0

and Df) included each of the playback experiments.

These stimuli sound natural to the human ear (as

assessed by the investigators), have been used in

previous psychoacoustic experiments, and no partici-

pant reported finding the stimuli unnatural in

debriefings (Taylor et al. 2008).

Psychoacoustic Experiments

The psychoacoustic data were collected directly fol-

lowing the size assessment experiment reported in

Taylor et al. (2008). The experiment took place in a

quiet room at the University of Sussex. The experi-

menter remained in the room but was silent

throughout the experimental procedure. All partici-

pants were tested in the same room, using the

same materials. Thirty undergraduate students of

the University of Sussex took part in the experi-

ment in January and February 2007. A Praat Multi-

ple Forced Choice (MFC) experiment script running

on an Apple Mac OSX (Power PC G4, Apple Inc.,

Cuppertino, California, USA) was used to play the

stimuli through Koss Porta Pro headphones (KOSS

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) (frequency

response 15–25 000 Hz). Each stimulus was pre-

sented one second after a neutral beep tone. Follow-

ing the stimulus presentation the question: ‘How

aggressive does this adult dog sound?’ was posed

on the screen for each stimulus with response via

mouse click on a standardised seven-point Likert

scale labelled from 1 (not at all aggressive) to 7

(very aggressive). Responses were automatically

saved in a Praat table file. After the playback exper-

iment, participants were asked to self-rate their pre-

vious experience with domestic dogs from 1 (no

experience) to 5 (daily interactions with dogs).

Statistical Analyses

Linear Mixed Models in SPSS version 16.0 (SPSS

Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) were used to analyse

the psychoacoustic data. Participant number was

entered as a random subject variable. Experience

(nested within participant sex to control for any

potential differences in self-rating between sexes)

was included as a co-variate to account for expo-

sure and learning. In the first experiment,

resynthesised F0 was included as a fixed factor and

natural Df was included as a co-variate. In the sec-

ond experiment, resynthesised Df was included as a

fixed factor and natural F0 was included as a

co-variate. In both experiments, we also tested for

an effect of any potential interaction between F0

and Df. The statistical model applied a maximum

likelihood estimation to estimate the best account

of the variance in the data, as returned in the AIC

score. Post-analysis, the residuals were examined

for homogeneity to confirm the reliability of the

returned model. Post hoc analyses were then con-

ducted using simple linear regressions in SPSS to

quantify the effect of natural acoustic parameters

on aggressiveness ratings at each level of F0 and Df

resynthesis. While the resynthesised variants repre-

sented the extremes of natural variation, there
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were no statistical outliers in terms of aggressive-

ness ratings, indicating that no stimulus stood out

as being unnatural or unusual.

Results

Resynthesised Fundamental Frequency

The median aggressiveness ratings given according

to stimuli when F0 was resynthesised are shown in

Fig. 1a. There was a main effect of resynthesised F0

on aggressiveness ratings (F = 6.57, p < 0.001).

Stimuli resynthesised to have a lower F0 were rated

as significantly more aggressive than stimuli resyn-

thesised to have a higher F0. Ratings were also

affected by the natural Df of the growls (F = 14.48,

p < 0.001) and by the interaction of resynthesised

F0 and natural Df (F = 4.03, p = 0.05). The direc-

tion of this effect was always that stimuli with

lower natural formants (recorded from larger dogs)

were rated as more aggressive than stimuli with

higher natural formants (recorded from smaller

dogs). Again, there was no effect of previous dog

experience (F = 0.66, p = 0.62). Post hoc analyses

indicated that natural Df had a different effect on

the aggressiveness ratings at each level of F0 resyn-

thesis, as shown in Table 1. Natural Df significantly

influenced the ratings for stimuli in which F0 was

resynthesised to two values towards the middle of

the natural range of variation (119 and 177 Hz,

p = 0.03 in both cases; though not significantly to

the 148 Hz value, p = 0.09). Natural Df did not

account for any variance in the ratings at any other

level of F0 resynthesis.

Resynthesised Formant Dispersion

The median aggressiveness ratings given according

to stimuli when Df was resynthesised are shown in

Fig. 1b. The linear mixed model found a main

effect of resynthesised Df on aggressiveness ratings

(F = 842, p < 0.001): stimuli with lower Df, simu-

lating larger dogs, were rated as being more aggres-

sive than stimuli with higher Df. The ratings were

also affected by the natural F0 of the growls

(F = 43, p < 0.001) and by the interaction of resyn-

thesised Df and natural F0 (F = 2.40, p < 0.001).

There was no effect of previous dog experience

(F = 0.15, p = 0.70). Post hoc analyses indicated that

natural F0 significantly influenced the ratings at

each level of Df resynthesis (p < 0.001 in all cases).

Generally, stimuli with lower natural F0 were rated

as more aggressive than stimuli with higher natural

F0; however, the strength of this effect varied

across level of Df resynthesis, as reported in

Table 2. The strongest effect of natural F0 was
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Fig. 1: Box plots quantifying the aggressiveness ratings according to

resynthesised formant dispersion (a) and resynthesised fundamental

frequency (b), showing median lines, inter-quartile range and total

range of ratings.

Table 1: Effect of natural Df on aggressiveness ratings at each level

of F0 resynthesis

Resynthesised

F0 (Hz)

Variance in the

ratings attributed

to natural Df Statistic

90 6% ns F1,449 = 1.36, p = 0.24

119 11%* F1,449 = 4.66, p = 0.03

148 9% ns F1,449 = 2.80, p = 0.09

177 11%* F1,449 = 4.32, p = 0.03

200 3% ns F1,449 = 0.33, p = 0.57

*Significant at p < 0.05.
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observed when Df was resynthesised to 1146 Hz, cor-

responding to a medium-sized dog, and the weakest

effect of F0 was observed when Df was resynthesised

to 1443 Hz, corresponding to a very small dog.

Discussion

The results of our first psychoacoustic experiment

show a main effect of resynthesised F0 on aggressive-

ness ratings. Natural Df also affected the ratings, and

there was a marginally significant effect of the inter-

action between resynthesised F0 and natural Df on

the ratings: specifically, the effect of Df on ratings

was significant only when resynthesised F0 was at

119 and 177 Hz (and approaching significance at

148 Hz), which are around the middle of the natural

range of variation. Natural Df did not account for var-

iance in the aggressiveness ratings when resynthes-

ised F0 was either very low (90 Hz) or very high

(200 Hz). This suggests a natural tendency for human

listeners to attribute a high level of aggressiveness to

low-pitched signals and a low level of aggressiveness

to high-pitched signals, which is in accord with pre-

vious empirical work on the perception and attribu-

tion of motivation and contexts to animal

vocalisations (e.g. Pongrácz et al. 2006). When F0

was resynthesised to values in the middle of the nat-

ural range of variation, natural Df had a strong effect

on aggressiveness ratings, which suggests that natural

Df influenced the ratings in its own right and not

solely as an interaction with resynthesised F0. This is

further supported by the results of our second psy-

choacoustic experiment, in which participants sys-

tematically rated stimuli with formants resynthesised

to imitate large dogs as being more aggressive than

stimuli resynthesised to imitate small dogs.

Participants used Df when attributing aggressive-

ness to callers, despite having beforehand demon-

strated their reliance on this acoustic information to

accurately judge body size based on these same stim-

uli. In addition, natural F0 significantly affected

aggressiveness ratings (lower F0 led to higher aggres-

siveness ratings), and there was also a significant

effect of the interaction between resynthesised Df

and natural F0. Post hoc analyses determined that the

natural F0 accounted for more variation in the

aggressiveness ratings of stimuli imitating medium-

sized dogs than in the ratings of stimuli imitating

either very large dogs or very small dogs. These two

levels of Df resynthesis at the extreme of the natural

range of variation also showed the smallest range of

ratings and the smallest standard deviations, suggest-

ing that participants relied more strongly on resyn-

thesised Df than on natural F0 when assessing the

aggressiveness of the smallest and largest dogs. This

appears to be a similar strategy as that used when

participants assessed caller body size (see Taylor

et al. 2008) and identifies a systematic acoustic basis

for perceptual bias of humans to perceive the growls

of large dogs as significantly more aggressive than

those of small dogs (Taylor et al. 2009). It is interest-

ing to note that participants used the full range of

the Likert scale (1–7); this is in line with our previ-

ous experiments (Taylor et al. 2008, 2009) and indi-

cates that using this type of scale is a robust method

as it enables us to test – in a relative manner –

whether our resynthesised acoustic parameters affect

perceptual judgments.

Across both experiments, the stimuli perceived as

being most aggressive were thus those at the level of

Df resynthesis that simulated the largest dogs (mean

aggressiveness rating: 6.32) and the stimuli perceived

as being least aggressive were those at the level of Df

resynthesis simulating the smallest dogs (2.59). In

contrast, the aggressiveness ratings for the stimuli

with the lowest and highest F0 were more conserva-

tive (mean ratings of 5.86 and 2.89, respectively),

providing strong support for the interpretation that

participants in our experiment relied on the size-

related acoustic variation in Df to infer caller attri-

butes other than, or in addition to, body size.

Our results are in accord with our predictions and

are furthermore in line with previous observations

on human attribution of emotional content to ani-

mal vocalisations (e.g. Pongrácz et al. 2006; Taylor

et al. 2009). Additionally, our results suggest that

attribution of aggressiveness was made in addition

to, but not at the expense of, size assessment,

because the same participants were able to use for-

mant information to accurately assess size in the

same stimuli. The frequency code or ‘size code’ the-

ory builds on Morton’s (1977) observations and is

the term given to a framework by which acoustic

Table 2: Effect of natural F0 on aggressiveness ratings at each level

of Df resynthesis

Resynthesised

Df (Hz)

Variance in the

ratings attributed

to natural F0 Statistic

844 22%** F1,449 = 23.56, p < 0.001

995 29%** F1,449 = 40.88, p < 0.001

1146 39%** F1,449 = 78.34, p < 0.001

1294 26%** F1,449 = 32.66, p < 0.001

1443 20%** F1,449 = 18.37, p < 0.001

*Significant at p < 0.001.
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signals that are dependent on static physical attri-

butes (i.e. ‘honest’ signals; see Fitch & Hauser 2002)

can be ritualised to provide a secondary level of

information such as aggression (Ohala 1984, 1996).

In this experiment, human listeners’ perception of

growls appeared to conform to the size code: in

absence of additional size or context cues, they inter-

preted size-related variation in the acoustic spectrum

as information about caller motivation. An alterna-

tive explanation could be that different levels of

threat presented by the apparent size of dogs influ-

enced participants’ ratings of aggressiveness (i.e. lar-

ger dogs are able to cause more potential damage

than smaller dogs). While large dogs are not neces-

sarily more aggressive, they may nevertheless be

perceived as such, specifically in the absence of extra

visual cues, either because of an over-generalisation

of size cues to the domain of aggression or threat, or

to a more direct confounding of size cues and moti-

vational information in the acoustic domain. Inter-

estingly, this tendency is not affected by listeners’

previous experience of dogs, differing from the

results of the size attribution experiment reported in

Taylor et al. (2008), where previous experience with

dogs significantly increased the participants’ atten-

dance to Df (or decreased their attendance to the less

reliable F0), and thereby significantly improved the

accuracy of their size assessments in comparison

with less experienced participants.

Misattributions induced by perceptual biases are

not uncommon in humans. Specifically in the field

of acoustics, several studies have shown that human

listeners associate a lower pitch (F0) with a larger

person and a higher pitch with a smaller person,

despite there being no physiological basis for this

assumption in adult humans within sex categories

(Sachs et al. 1972; Collins 2000; Rendall et al. 2007).

Furthermore, human listeners have a tendency to

generalise size information to additional traits such

as attractiveness (Feinberg et al. 2005). When no

other cues to size or context are present, human lis-

teners thus appear to make perceptual judgments on

the basis of their general between-class perceptual

experiences (Smith et al. 2005; Rendall et al. 2007).

As well as concurring with previously identified

human cognitive shortcuts (e.g. Chuenwattanaprani-

thi et al. 2008), in this case, the misattribution could

lead to miscommunication between dog owners and

their companions. Indeed, the over-attribution of

aggressiveness to larger dogs (and corresponding

under-attribution of aggressiveness to smaller dogs)

may play some part in the different attitudes and

levels of training given to large vs. small dogs.

Researchers have proposed that dog barks can

serve as a reliable and effective means of communi-

cation between dogs and humans (Yin 2002; Yin &

McCowan 2004; Pongrácz et al. 2005, 2006; Molnár

et al. 2006). This study suggests that this acoustic

understanding is not necessarily linked to the close

co-evolutionary history between dogs and humans,

but rather that the human ability to attribute emo-

tional state to dogs is based on more general rules

that are common across perceptual experiences.

Indeed, our observations highlight that the general-

isation of existing relationships both between and

within call types is consistent across human listeners.

It thus seems likely to be either an innate trait or

one learnt by association ⁄ exposure to vocal or envi-

ronmental signals in general, rather than by expo-

sure to dogs in particular. It should nevertheless be

noted that other aspects of dog vocal communica-

tion, such as calling rate, temporal organisation of

vocalisations (Taylor et al. 2009), and also potential

interactions and interdependences between acoustic

(and temporal) variables are likely to be of specific

communicative value to human listeners and require

further investigation.

Overall, this experiment provides additional evi-

dence in favour of a perceptual bias in line with the

frequency code or size code theory, whereby in

absence of other size or context cues, acoustic

parameters that are believed (truly or falsely) to

reflect the body size of callers are use to evaluate

caller motivation (Ohala 1984; Rendall et al. 2007).

We have shown that fundamental frequency and

formant frequency dispersion play a role in the

acoustic perception of aggressiveness in dog growls,

both independently of each other and as an interac-

tion between both characteristics.
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